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I. Introduction. 
In this paper we shall discuss convergence of multistep methods applied to stiff 
nonlinear initial value problems 
(1.1) u'(t) = f(t, u(t)) (0 < t ~ T), u(O) given, 
with u(O)E llr and f: [O, T] x ~m-+ ~m. Much of our attention will be given to 
k-step one-leg methods, where successive approximations Un+k to the exact solution 
u(t) at gridpoints tn+k = tn+k-I +hare computed from 
(1.2) (n = 0, 1,2,. .. ), 
Received December 1989. 
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with starting values uo, u 1 , •.. , uk _ 1 . Compared with the corresponding linear multi-
step method 
k k 
(1.3) L (XjUn+j = h L {3jf(tn+j,Un+j) (n = 0, 1,2,. .. ), 
j=O i=O 
the one-leg method (1.2) may have stronger nonlinear stability properties, such as 
G-stability, and a more robust behaviour on nonuniform grids, see [ 4], [15]. On the 
other hand, it is known that to obtain a one-leg method of high order (i.e. order of 
consistency for nonstiff problems) the parameters r.xi, [3i have to satisfy more con-
straints than for linear multistep methods, see [5], [7] and also Section 3. 
We shall be concerned with bounds for the global errors u(tn) - u" that are not 
affected by stiffness. Such bounds have been studied quite extensively for Runge-
Kutta methods, for example in [8], [9] and [10]. Most Runge-Kutta methods suffer 
from an order reduction in the presence of stiffness, i.e., the order of convergence for 
stiff problems may be considerably lower than for nonstiff problems, even if the 
solution u(t) is very smooth. As we shall see, such order reduction will not occur with 
the multistep methods, provided that the grid is sufficiently regular. 
Stiffness independent error bounds can be obtained for various classes of initial 
value problems. The most general class that will be considered in this paper consists 
of the problems (1.1) where the function f satisfies the monotonicity condition 
(1.4) (f(t, v) - f(t, iJ), v - V) ~ 0 (for all t E [O, T] and v, v E !Rm) 
with respect to some inner product (·, ·) on !Rm. Although sufficient stability 
conditions for one-leg methods are known, this does not lead to convergence results 
in a straightforward way, since the local errors will depend on the stiffness (except for 
methods like BDF, which are at the same time one-leg and linear multistep 
methods). For the linear multistep methods it is stability that causes difficulties in 
proving convergence, and as we will see additional constraints on the starting values 
have to be imposed. One of the results of this paper is that any A-stable multistep 
method (1.2), ( 1. 3) applied with exact starting values and smoothly varying stepsizes 
to a problem satisfying (1.4) will be convergent, independently of the stiffness, with 
the same order of convergence as for nonstiff problems. 
A complete convergence analysis for the implicit midpoint rule and the trap-
ezoidal rule applied to problems of the above type has been obtained by Kraaijevan-
ger [13]. Our approach is closely related to this analysis. For the sake of simplicity, 
we shall confine ourselves until Section 5 to uniform grids tn = nh (n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). 
After some preliminaries in Section 2, convergence of one-leg methods is dis-
cussed in Section 3. It will be shown that the local discretization error, defined as the 
error introduced in one single step of the integration process, may slightly suffer 
from an order reduction: as a rule, one order is lost due to stiffness. For stable 
methods, however, this reduction will not be present in the global discretization 
error, due to damping and cancellation effects. As we found after completing this 
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section, Hairer and Wanner derived some convergence results for one-leg methods 
in a preliminary version of [12] by considering the same local error but without 
taking into account the cancellation effects (and this leads to a too pessimistic 
estimate for the order of convergence). In [6], Dahlquist indicated a different way to 
obtain stiffness independent global error bounds for one-leg mehods; this approach, 
however, is more complicated and it seems difficult in certain cases (if there is no 
strong damping) to get the correct order of convergence. 
In Section 4, convergence results for linear multistep methods are derived, by using 
the well known equivalence relations of Dahlquist [3] between the linear multistep 
method ( 1.3) and its one-leg counterpart (1.2). Rather general error bounds for linear 
multistep methods applied to stiff nonlinear problems were given already by 
Nevanlinna and Odeh [16]; they applied the equivalence relation in a slightly different 
way, which requires the assumption of strong stability at infinity (and this excludes the 
trapezoidal rule, for instance). We shall prove convergence for linear multistep 
methods with appropriate starting values under the sole assumption that the 
corresponding one-leg method is stable for the class of problems under consideration. 
Under certain restrictions on the stepsize variation, the convergence results will 
carry over to nonuniform grids. This will be demonstrated in Section 5. 
Finally, in Section 6, convergence of interpolated one-leg approximations 
/Jku•+k + ... +/Jou. will be considered. 
2. Preliminaries. 
Consider the polynomials p and a containing the coefficients of the method. 
k k 
p(z) = L rxizi, a(z) = L Pizi. 
j:O j:O 
Let E stand for the forward shift operator and tn = a(E)tn for n = 0, I, ... , N, with 
N being the number of steps needed to cover the interval [O, T] at a given stepsize h. 
For the one-leg methods it will be assumed that tn ~ t;, ~ tn+k to guarantee that all 
~-values are inside [O, T]; otherwise some modifications would be required. Further 
it will be assumed throughout the paper that the polynomials p, a have no common 
zeros and rxk :/= 0 (irreducibility), and that p(l) = 0, a(l) = p'(l) = 1 (consistency). 
We will consider initial value problems (1.1) such that all derivatives uU>(r) of the 
exact solution needed in the analysis exist and f: [O, T] x !Rm -1- !Rm is assumed to be 
continuously differentiable. The Jacobian matrix [of(t,v)/ov] will be denoted by 
J(t, v). Besides, it will be assumed that the systems of algebraic equations arising from 
implicitness of the methods if Pk =f. 0 have unique solutions; cf. [3] for a sufficient 
condition. 
The one-leg scheme (1.2) can be written as 
(2.1) p(E)u. = hf (t., u.), un = a(E)u •. 
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For the exact solution u of ( 1.1) we have 
(2.2) p(E)u(tnl = hf(i",,, u(t,.)) + r •• 
where rn, qn are discretization errors due to differentiation and interpolation. re-
spectively. These errors, which only depend on the smoothness of u, will be consider-
ed more closely in Section 3 (cf. also [5], [6]). 
Let t:n = u(tnl - un denote the global discretization errors of the one-leg scheme. 
and put e.= u(t.) - u •. By subtraction of(2. l) from (2.2) it follows that 
(2.3) 
where the m x m matrix Zn is given by Zn = hln with 
(2.4) J. = t1 J(i",,, 8u(t,.) + (I - 8)ii.) d8. 
Elimination of en in (2.3) leads to 
(2.5) 
This recursion for the global errors can be written in the somewhat more transparent 
form 
(2.6) 
k 
Gn+k = L l/Jj(Z.)t:n+k-j + 6n 
j;[ 
where b. = (ex.kl - [3kz.)- 1(r. + Z.q.) with I them x m identity matrix, and l{!i are 
rational functions given by I/I j(z) = -(rx.k - Pkz)- 1(rx.k- i - Pk_ iz). In order to facili-
tate the analysis, (2.6) will be written as a one-step recursion in ~km 
(2.7) 
where R. = R(Zn) with 
[
l/11(Z) ... 
R(Z) = I . ~ . 
I 
l/Jk(Z)l [t:" +k - 11 [b"l d Bn+k-2 d Q an en= . , • = . . 
. . 
. . 
Q En Q 
To ensure stability of the one-leg scheme - which is, as we see from the above, 
governed by the matrices R(Zn) - appropriate assumptions on the method and the 
class of stiff initial value problems are needed. Consider a class of initial value 
problem f!J> with a suitable maximal stepsize H(#). This determines a class :l of 
possible matrices Z" = hJ. with 0 < h ~ H(&') and Jn given by (2.4). For example, if 
&'consists of all problems ( 1.1) with f satisfying ( 1.4) in arbitrary dimension m, then 
:?l will contain all m x m matrices Z with m EN such that (t\ ZP) ~ 0 for all v E tJ;r; 
this is irrespective of the value of H(&), which can be chosen as oo. 
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Let I · I be a given norm on !Rm and define the norm II· II on !Rkm as 
llwll = max lwil for w = (wi, wI, ... , w[)T E [Rkm. 
l~j~k 
We shall use I· I and II· II also to denote the induced matrix norms form x m and 
km x km matrices, respectively. A basic assumption in this paper is the existence of 
a constant S > 0 such that 
(2.8) 
for all possible R i = R(Zi) with Zi E :fr and 1 ~ l ~ n ~ N. This stability assumption 
does not depend on our special choice of norm 11 ·II on Rkm, which is merely taken for 
convenience. Equivalent norms 11 ·II' as given in [18] could be used as well and this 
would only alter the stability constant S. 
Sufficient conditions for (2.8) have been extensively studied; here we shall give 
some examples were the stepsizes are allowed to be arbitrarily large. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose the norm I ·I on !Rm is generated by an inner product and 
f satisfies the monotonicity condition (1.4). It was proved in [4] (cf. also [14]) that 
for any A-stable method a norm II· II' can be found such that llR(Zn)ll' ~ 1 whenever 
Zn = hJn is given by (2.4) with h > 0. The norm II· II' (the G-norm) is completely 
determined by the coefficients rx.b /Ji of the method and it is equivalent with II· II 
uniformly in m. Hence, A-stability and (1.4) together are sufficient for (2.8) with 
a stability constant S determined by the method (and thus independent of the 
specific problem (1.1), its stiffness or dimension). 
For A(o:)-stable methods (2.8) will hold under more restrictive conditions on fas 
given in [16]. It should be noted that the results in [16], especially Theorem 4.1, 
have been formulated in terms oflinear multistep methods, but along the same lines 
stability of one-leg methods follows even in a more simple way. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Assume again f satisfies ( 1.4) and I · I is generated by an inner product. 
A one-leg method is said to be A-con tractive in themax-norm [15] if llR(z)ll ~ 1 for all 
zE C with Rez ~ O. ltwasshownin [14] thatforsuchmethodswe have llR(Zn)ll ~ 1 
whenever Zn = hJn is given by (2.4) with h > 0, and thus (2.8) then holds with S = 1. 
In [15] also larger classes of methods were considered, for instance methods 
which are A0-contractive in the max-norm. For these methods (2. 8) holds with S = 1 
for real, scalar problems where Zn E IR, z. ~ 0. 
More general conditions, under the assumption that f is circularly bounded, can 
be found in [4], [18], [19], for example. The latter two references also deal with 
norms on !Rm which are not generated by an inner product; the results in [19] have 
been derived for linear problems, but with one-leg methods they are also applicable 
to nonlinear problems. 
The stability condition (2.8) implies in particular that llR(Zn)ll ~ S for any n, and 
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therefore also ll/t j(Zn)I < S (1 < j < k). Due to the consistency conditions p(l) = 0, 
O"(l) = 1, we have 
k 
(2.9) L l/t )Zn) = f + (et.kl - {3kZn)- 1 Zn. 
j= 1 
It follows that there are constants S" S 2 > 0, determined by cxb f3k and S, such that 
for all n 
(2.10) 
The following lemma shows that slightly perturbed coefficients of a stable scheme 
will cause only a small perturbation of l/t j(Zn)- and consequently of R(Zn)- even if 
IZnl is very large. Consider a.i, /Jj (0 <j < k) such that 
(2.11) 1a.j - cxjl < yh, I~ - /3jl < yh (O < j < k) 
with y > 0, and let t/lj(z) = -(a.k - /Jkz)- 1(5.k-i - /Jk-A (1 <j < k). 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose (2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) hold with constants S, S 1, S 2, y' > 0. Let 
y' = y(S 1 + S2 ) and assume y'h < 1. Then 
(1 <j<k). 
PROOF. For any i, 0 < i < k, we have 
and in particular, for i = k, 
l(txkl - {3kZn)- 1(5.kl - i{Zn) - II< y'h. 
By some calculations it follows that 
1(5.kJ - i{Zn)- 1(et.kf - /3kZn) - II < ( 1 - y'h)- 1y'h, 
1(5.kl - i{Zn)- 1(et.kl - fJkZn)I < (1 - y'h)- 1 . 
The proof can now easily be deduced from the relation 
t/lj(Zn) - l/t j(Zn) = [(5.J - iJkZn)- 1(txkf - /3kZn) - f]l/I j(Zn) + 
+ [(rJ.k/ - /J,,Zn)- 1(et.k/ - {3kZn)J X 
X [(cxk[ - fikZn)- 1((5.k-j - CXk-j)l - (/Jk-j - fJk-j)Zn)J. 
3. Convergence of one-leg methods. 
3.1. Local error bounds. 
Considering (2.6) we see that Dn = (cxkl - f3kZn)- 1(rn + Znqn) is a local discretization 
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error, in the sense that ifs.= s.+ 1 = ... = Bn+k-I = 0 then Bn+k =<> •. (In other 
words,<>. is the error, due to discretization, which is introduced in one single step of 
the integration process.) For a qth order method we expect that l<>nl = O(hq+ 1). 
Note that<>. is different from the usual discretization error obtained by substitu-
ting the exact solution directly into ( 1.2). This error, which is approximately given by 
rn + z.q., is not bounded uniformly in the stiffness and therefore inappropriate for 
stiff systems. This was observed already in [6], where an alternative error was 
proposed for stepsize control (for our purpose, proving convergence for stiff prob-
lems,<>. seem more suitable). 
Let the numbers v;, µ; be defined by 
k k 
(3.1) "\"' ·i V; = L, Cl.j)' µ; = I Pji (i = 1,2, ... ). 
j=O j=O 
By a Taylor series expansion of u and the consistency conditions 
p(l) = 0, a(l) = p'(l) = 1, it follows that 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
A 1 ( . i- 1) i = 1 V; - 1µ1 , 
!. 
Now, for nonstif.f problems, where f satisfies a Lipschitz condition with a moder-
ate constant, we have IZ.I = O(h), and consequently 
<>. = (a; 1 + O(h))(r. + O(h)q.). 
In order to have 18.1 = O(hq + 1) it is then necessary and sufficient that 
(3.3) A;= 0 (2::;; i::;; q) and B; = 0 (2 ::;; i ::;; q - 1), 
which are the usual order conditions for one-leg methods (cf. [5], [6]). The more 
familiar conditions for the linear multistep method (1.3) to be of order q can be 
written as A; + B;_ 1 = 0 (2 ::;; i::;; q), see Section 4 for example. These conditions 
are the same if q = 2, but for q ~ 3 the one-leg method has to satisfy more 
constraints. 
For stiff problems the order conditions (3.3) are not sufficient to ensure 
1<:5.1 ::;; Chq + 1 for some moderately sized C > 0. From (2.10) it can be concluded that 
l<>.I::;; S1 lr.I + S2 lq.I 
but since S 2 =!:. O(h) in general (for instance if z. = U, A--+ co), (3.3) merely implies 
18.1 = O(hq) for stiff problems. This local order reduction occurs with the implicit 
midpoint rule [13] and most other one-leg methods. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the second order method CA2, introduced in [15], 
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This method is A-stable and A0-contractive in the maximum norm. Consider further 
the model problem 
(3.4) u'(t) = A.[u(t) - g(t)] + g'(t), u(O) = g(O), 
with solution u(t) = g(t) for any A. ~ 0. Take g(t) = it 2. Application of the method 
above with exact starting values u0 = u(O), u 1 = u(t i), gives 
z = hA.. 
If the problem is nonstiff, IA.I~ 1 say, then lu(t 2 ) - u2 1 ~ ~h3 + O(h4), as we would 
expect after one step with a second order method. For A.-+ - oo, however, we only 
have lu(t2) - u2I = i-h2. Thus, due to stiffness one order of his lost. 
The local order reduction is absent with methods that satisfy, in addition to (3.3), 
the extra order condition 
(3.5) 
This is fulfilled, for instance, by the BDF methods (where all Bjare zero). It can also 
be shown that the local order reduction will not occur in case the initial value 
problem (1.1) is such that all partial derivatives [ai+ iJ(t, v)/8ti8J] with i,j;;:, 0, 
(i,j) # (0, 1), are bounded by a moderate constant (cf. [9] for a related result with 
Runge-Kutta methods). Note that the partial derivative with (i,j) = (0, 1), the Jac-
obian, is always large for stiff systems, since its norm is proportional to the Lipschitz 
constant. For general stiff systems, where other partial derivatives may be large as 
well, there will be a local order reduction if(3.5) is not satisfied, as can be seen by 
considering problems of the type (3.4) with A. « 0 and g a smooth function. 
3.2. Global error bounds. 
For nonstiff problems the local condition lbnl = O(hq+ 1) is necessary to have 
lenl = O(hq), global convergence of order q. For stiff problems there may be damping 
or cancellation oflocal errors, as a result of which there can be convergence of order 
q while lbnl = O(hq) only. This was shown in [13] to be the case for the implicit 
midpoint rule. Related results for Runge-Kutta methods can be found in [1]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Consider recursion (2.7). Assume the stability condition (2.8) holds with 
a constant S > 0. Assume further that a constant D > 0 and vectors Xn, Yn E !Rkm exist 
such that 
(3.6a) 
n-1 n-1 
(3.6b) L llxi+l -xiii ~DhP, L llYill ~ DhP 
j=O j=O 
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for all n = 0, 1, .. . ,N. Then 
llenll ~ S Ilea II+ (3S + l)DhP (n = 1, 2, ... , N). 
PROOF. Let en = en - Xn· These perturbed errors satisfy 
Jn-1 = Yn-1 + Xn-1 - Xn (n = 1,2, .. . ,N). 
By writing out en in full in terms of Ri, Ji (0 ~ j ~ n - 1) and ea, it easily follows 
from (2.8) that 
n-1 
llenll ~ S lleoll + S L lldill-
i=O 
n-1 n-1 
Hence llenll ~ S lleoll +SL llYill +SL llxi- Xj+1ll + S llxoll + llxnll, 
j=O j=O 
which yields the proof of the lemma. 1111 
THEOREM 3.3. Consider a one-leg method (1.2) having order q, and assume (2.8) 
holds with stability constant S > 0. Then there is a constant C > 0, only depending on 
S, T and bounds for derivatives of u(t), such that 
lu(tn) - uni ~ S max Ju(tj) - uJI + Chq 
0 "fj< k 
for all n ~ k, nh ~ T 
PROOF. In order to apply Lemma 3.2 it has to be determined whether the vector dn 
in (2. 7) can be decomposed as indicated. Let Xn = (xfn, ... , x[nf and 
Yn = (Yin' ... , y[nf with Xjn, Yin E !Rm. These vectors should satisfy 
U=2,3, ... ,k). 
Taking X1n = Xin = ... = Xkn = -qn, Yin= (akl - /3kZn)- 1rn and Yin = ... = 
Ykn = 0, it is easily seen from (2. 9) that (3. 6a) is fulfilled and 
for all n, with D 1' Di, D3 determined by Sand the solution u (see Section 3.1). Hence, 
Lemma 3.2 can be applied with D = max { D 1' Di T, D3 T} which leads to the error 
bound of the theorem. II 
This convergence result shows that the order reduction is annihilated in the 
transition from local to global error. For stable one-leg schemes the order of 
convergence for stiff problems will be the same as in the nonstiff case. 
REMARK 3.4. A somewhat shorter proof of the convergence result can be given by 
considering directly, instead of (2.6), a recursion for en + q". We have not followed 
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this approach since it obscures the underlying reason for the annihilation of the local 
order reduction as given in Lemma 3.2. 
4. Convergence of linear multistep methods. 
In this section convergence of linear multistep methods on uniform grids will be 
proved under the assumption that the corresponding one-leg method is stable, in the 
sense of (2.8), for the class of problems under consideration. This will be done by 
using the equivalence relations of [3] between one-leg and linear multistep schemes 
for constant stepsizes. This approach is not new, for example Theorem 4.1 in [16] 
can be viewed as being derived this way. In fact, the one-leg methods were introduc-
ed originally only to simplify the analysis of linear multistep methods, see [3]. The 
new feature in the proof below is that the equivalence relations will not be applied 
directly to the numerical approximations Un or the global errors e., but will only be 
used to show a kind of stability of the linear multistep error recursion. In this way, 
the order of the one-leg method will not be involved and use of the inverse operator 
a(E)- 1 can be avoided (otherwise all roots of the er-polynomial should have modulus 
strictly less than 1, which corresponds to strong stability at co). Moreover, the proof 
can be formulated in such a way that extension to smoothly varying stepsizes is 
rather straightforward, see Section 5. 
Consider the linear multistep method (1.3). Using the generating polynomials 
p and CT it can be written as 
(4.1) 
Inserting the exact solution u(t) into this scheme, we obtain 
(4.2) p(E)u(tn) = hCT(E)f(tn, u(tn)) + Pn 
where p. is a local discretization error. Taylor expansion of u and u' = f(t, u) around 
the point tn leads to 
(4.3) 
with v;, µ; defined by (3.1 ). The method has order p if the usual order conditions 
(4.4) C; = 0 (2 ~ i ~ p) 
are satisfied, and then p. = O(hP+ 1) independently of the stiffness. 
Let z. = hJ. with Jn them x m matrix given by 
(4.5) Jn = fo1 J(tn, Ou(tn) + (1 - O)u.) de. 
For the global errors we then have the recursion 
(4.6) 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
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An important difference with the error recursion (2.5) for one-leg methods is that 
for each n ?: 0 several matrices Zn+ i are involved in (4.6). For n = 0, for example, we 
get 
(4.7) 
If Zn are allowed to vary strongly we may have a situation where 
IZkl « IZil (0 ~ j < k), and to obtain an estimate for \ski we will need not only 
bounds for lail but also for jZiei\ (0 ~j < k). Therefore, instead of en, we shall 
consider the transformed errors 
(4.8) 
These transformed errors can be seen to satisfy 
(4.9) 
k 
iln+k = L t/J/Zn+k--j)iln+k-j + Pn· 
j= 1 
In one-step form this can be written as 
(4.10) 
where en = (il~ +k - I' .. ., e~)T, an = (p~, 0,. . ., 0)7' E !Rkm and Rn is the km x km block 
matrix with m x m blocks t/J 1(Zn+k-i),. . .,t/Jk(Zn) on the first row, identity blocks 
I on the first lower subdiagonal and zero blocks on the other positions. For this 
recursion to be stable we now need uniform boundedness of products of Rn. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume (2.8) holds with stability constant S > 0. Then there exists an 
S > 0, determined by Sand the coefficients ai, {Ji, such that 
( 4.11) for all l, n with 0 ~ I ~ n ~ N. 
PROOF. Take I = 0, for convenience of notation. Consider vector sequences { v"} 
and { wn} such that 
p(E)vn = (J(E)Znv., (n ?: 0), 
and let f\ = (akl - f3kZn)vn. An equivalent formulation is 
(n ?: 0) 
with vn = (v~+k-1,. .. ,v~)T and wn = (w~+k-l'""w~). So, in order to prove the 
lemma it has to be shown that \vnl can be uniformly bounded in terms of 
\v0 \,. . ., I ilk_ 1 I, starting from the stability estimate for \wn\. This will be done by 
choosing, for arbitrary given v0 , v i. ... , vk .. 1' suitable w0 , w 1, .. ., wk - 1 · 
Since p(E) and ()(£)commute, the vectors w" = (J(E)wn satisfy 
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Hence, we have w. = v. for all n ~ 0 provided that wi = vi for O ~ j < k. The latter 
condition will hold iff Wo, W1, ... , w2k - i are such that 
This determines Wo,w1,. .. ,w2k-1 as a linear combination of v- and 
J 
Ziv i (0 ~ j < k), as can be seen from relation ( 1.11) of [3] (for this relation to hold 
we have assumed in Section 2 that p and a have no common zeros). It follows that 
lwd ~ D max (Iv) + IZivil) ~ D' max lvil 
O~j<k O~j<k 
where D > 0 only depends on the coefficients ai, f3i, and D' = (S1 + S2 )D with Si, S2 
as in (2.10). The stability assumption (2.8) thus impl~es lw.I ~ SD' max !vii (for 
all n ~ 0). O"ii<k 
Finally, since v. = ak w. - /3kZn wn = aka(E)w. - f3kp(E)w., we arrive at the bound 
lvnl ~ S max lvil with S = SD' max lcxk.Bi - ,Bkcxjl· II 
0 "ij<k O"ij,;,k 
Returning to (4.10) it now follows that 
n-k 
(4.12) l.Snl ~ S II.Soll + S L lldill 
j~ 0 
for all n ~ 0. The sum over ii di II ( = IP ii) will give an O(hP) contribution. Further, note 
that 
lleo II = max la:kei - AZhl ~ lakl max !u(tj) - uil + h I.Bk! max lu'(ti) - f(ti,ui)!. 
O"ij<k O"ij<k O"ij<k 
Therefore, to have 11e0 11 = O(hP) it will be required that 
(0 ~j < k). 
Finally, by noting that lenl ~ S 1 I.Sn! (see (2.10)), the following result for the global 
errors en is obtained. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider a linear multistep method ( 1.3) with order p. Let S, C0 > 0 
be such that (2.8) and (4.13) hold. Then there is a C > 0, only depending on C0 , S, T and 
bounds for derivatives of u, such that 
!u(t.) - u.i :s;; ChP for all n ~ 0, nh ~ T. 
For stiff systems the condition (4.13) is more difficult to fulfil than only 
Ju(ti) - uil ~ C0 hP, which is sufficient for convergence of one-leg approximations 
(see Theorem 3. 3). By con~idering model problems of the type 
(4.14) u'(t) = ,1,(t)[u(t) - g(t)] + g'(t), u(O) = g(O) 
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with strongly varying .A.(t) i::;; 0 and smooth g(t), it can be seen from (4. 7) that (4.13) is 
necessary in the theorem above. 
On the other hand, under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 we also obtain 
(4.15) for all n ~ 0, nh i::;; T 
with C' > 0 independent of the stiffness, since 
(see (2.10)). 
For one-leg methods such bounds (4.15) will not hold (this can be seen from(2.6) 
with n = 0, J(t, v) = A. ~ - ro and e0 = ... = ek - 1 = 0). 
It should be noted that the approximation property (4.15) can be used to apply 
Theorem 4.2 in situations where subintervals of [O, T] are integrated with different 
linear multistep methods. 
REMARK 4.3. Ifwe consider only linear differential equations u'(t) = Au(t) + g(t), 
then z. is constant and there is no need to introduce the transformed errors en or to 
impose (4.13). Convergence can then be proved directly from (4.6) as for one-leg 
methods, see [2]. In the same way one can deal with semi-linear problems with an 
inhomogeneous term g(t, u(t)) satisfying a Lipschitz condition with respect to u; 
stability can then be proved from the linear case by a perturbation argument, similar 
as in Lemma2.3(cf. also [1] for a related result on Runge-Kutta methods). Therefore, 
in many problems of practical interest the condition ( 4.13) will not be needed. 
5. Variable stepsizes. 
5.1. Assumptions on the stepsize variations. 
In this section it will be discussed to what extent the convergence results for the 
multistep methods will be affected by variable stepsizes. 
Consider a nonuniform grid { t.} covering [O, T] and let hn = tn - tn- l be the 
stepsizes with maximum h. Further, let Wn =h.+ i/h. denote the stepsize ratios. In 
the variable stepsize formulation of the multistep schemes (1.2) and (1.3), h is 
replaced by hn +k and the coefficients a j• {3j are allowed to vary with n, 
It will be assumed that these functions aj, bj, which describe the method on nonuni-
form grids, are Lipschitz continuous in a neighbourhood of (1, 1, ... , 1), and that 
there is a positive constant M such that M- 1 i::;; w. i::;; Mand lajnl, lf3jnl i::;; M. More-
over it will be assumed that the fixed stepsize methods ( 1. 2), ( 1. 3) are extended in such 
a way that the orders q, p, respectively, are not affected by variable stepsizes. (The 
order conditions are for any given grid of the same complexity as for uniform grids, 
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but it is difficult in general to find suitable closed expressions (5.1) such that these 
order conditions will be satisfied independently of the stepsize ratios.) 
As we shall see, the convergence results will remain unchanged if the stepsizes are 
assumed to vary smoothly, in the sense that 
(5.2) (n ;:.. l) 
with a moderate constant K > 0. This assumption will hold in case the stepsizes are 
chosen by accuracy considerations only (see [11], pp. 356, 357). Although in any 
practical numerical code local accuracy is not the only selection principle, (5.2) will 
often hold in substantial regions of the integration interval and thus has a certain 
practical relevance. If (5.2) is valid and rJ.i, /Ji are the coefficients of the fixed stepsize 
method, we will have, for some y > 0, 
(5.3) (n ;:.. 0, I ~ j ~ k). 
5.2. Variable stepsize one-leg methods. 
Let p., a. be the generating polynomials containing the coefficients rJ.i•• /Jin• respect-
ively. Then the one-leg scheme is given by 
(5.4) 
and the global errors e. = u(t.) - u. satisfy 
(5.5) 
k 
en+k = L l/ljn(Z.)e.+k-j +b •. 
j= 1 
Here z. = hn+kln with Jn as in (2.4), l/li.(z) = -(rJ.kn - /3,,.z)- 1(rJ.k-j,n - /3,,-j .• z)and 
b.= (rJ.k.I - ~.z.)- 1 (r. + Z.q.) with 
Again, these errors are independent of the stiffness. If the one-leg method has 
order q, we have as in Section 3 (cf. also [5]) 
(5.6a) 
where 
(5.6b) Bqn = (q!)- 1 {[.± /3i.h;; 1(t.+i- t.)Jq - .t /3i.[h.- 1(tn+i- t.)Jq}· 
1=0 J-0 
In order to prove convergence we need a stability condition like (2.8) where 
R. = R.(Z.), R.( ·)being formed by the rational functions I/Ii•· On arbitrary grids. 
sufficient conditions are known for some relatively small classes of schemes, see [7], 
[15]. If we have a smooth stepsize variation (5.2), then Lemma 2.3 and (5.3) show 
that llR.(Z.) - R(Z.)11 = O(h.) where R(Z.) is the companion matrix of the fixed 
stepsize scheme. Consequently, stability for variable steps then already follows from 
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fixed stepsize stability by a well-known perturbation argument, see, for example, 
[17], p. 58 (the proof in this reference for constant h can easily be modified to fit into 
our situation by noting that (5.2) will cause h/hn to be uniformly bounded in n). 
In the remainder of this section it will simply by assumed that the method, the grid 
and the class of problems are such that (5.4) is stable. As before, we obtain for stiff 
systems the local error estimate lbnl = O(h~), and in the standard way stability leads 
to the global, stiffness independent bound le.I= O(hq- 1) for all n ~ 0. 
If the grid is sufficiently regular, convergence with order q can also be proved. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 it follows that le.I = O(hq) (independently 
of the stiffness) under the assumption 
N-1 
L lqn+l - qnl ~ Dhq 
n=O 
for some D > 0. This will hold for arbitrary, smooth solutions u iffthere is a D' > 0 
such that 
N-1 
(5.7) L IQn+ 1 - Q.I ~ D'hq, 
n=O 
As a consequence, it can be shown that (5.2) is sufficient for order q convergence. 
For specific methods this can be proved under assumptions on the stepsizes less 
restrictive than (5.2). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. For the implicit midpoint rule 
we have q = 2 and Q" = -kh;;+ 1. The method is stable for arbitrary problems (1.1) 
where f satisfies (1.4). From (5. 7) a result of [13] is reobtained: the method is 
convergent of order 2, independently of the stiffness, provided that 
N-1 
(5.8) L lh;;+ 1 - h;;I = O(h2 ). 
n=O 
This condition is satisfied if the number of s~gn changes in the sequence 
{h.+ 1 - h.} is bounded by a fixed, finite number. This seems a reasonable assump-
tion for numerical codes, where h. will be somehow related to the smoothness of 
solutions near t •. It was also shown in [13] that (5.8) is necessary to guarantee 
second order convergence; for stepsize sequences like h. = i;h (for n odd), h. = h (for 
n even) the order will reduce to 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. The variable stepsize formulation of the Adams-type method CA2 
of [ 15] ( cf. Exam pie 3.1) reads 
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This method is Ao-contractive in the maximum norm for arbitrary stepsize 
sequences, and we have order q = 2 and Q. = -kh;+ 2 - !h.+ 1hn+i· Hence 
IQ.+1 - Q.I ~ klh;+2 - h;+1I + !h.+1 lh.+ 2 -h.I ~ 
~ ~lh;+2 - h;+tl + ! lh;+I - h;j. 
Thus we see that this method is also convergent of order 2, independently of the 
stiffness, if the grid refinement is such that (5.8) is satisfied. 
5.3. Variable stepsize linear multistep methods. 
The linear multistep method for variable stepsizes is given by 
(5.9) 
In the same way as for constant stepsizes we obtain an error recursion 
k 
(5.10) L (ajnl - f:Jjnhn+kln+jlen+j = Pn 
j=O 
with J. defined by (4.5) and 
(5.11) 
where p is the order of the method. 
It is well known, see for instance [20], pp. 181, 182, and [15], that unfavourable 
combinations of strongly varying h. and J. may cause instability for linear multistep 
methods. Therefore, convergence can only be proved if either the variation of the 
stepsizes or the variation of the J. is limited. 
If J. = J is constant, we obtain from (5.10) a recursion of the type (5.5) with 
z. = hn+kl and b.= (aknl - P,..z.)- 1p., leading to convergence with order p if the 
corresponding one-leg scheme is stable for variable stepsizes as in [7], [15]. For 
mildly varying J. a similar result can be derived, again by using a perturbation 
argument to prove stability from the constant J case. 
If, on the other hand, the stepsize variation is restricted we consider the transformed 
errors e. = (ak.n-kl - P,.,.-kZ.)e. with z. = h.J •. Tomakethismeaningfulforn < k 
we may put h0 = h1 andak1 = o:k0 , P,.1 = Ptco if l < 0. Thenit followsfrom(5.10)that 
(5.12) 
k 
en+k = L i/ij.(Zn+k-j)e.+k-j + Pn 
j= 1 
with rational functions i/iin(z) = -(o:k,n-i - zP,,,.-j)- 1(1Xt-j,n - zP,,-i,•hn+klh.+k-i). 
Assuming (5.2), we obtain as in Lemma 2.3 
ii/ii.(Z. +k - i) - I/I i(Z. +k - i)I = O(h.) 
and thus stability, and consequently convergence with order p, again follow from 
stability for the constant stepsize case, treated in Section 4. As for the one-leg 
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methods, this can be proved for specific linear multistep methods under assumptions 
on the stepsize variation somewhat less restrictive than (5.2), but in contrast to the 
one-leg methods we may now have divergence for irregular grids, see for example the 
results of [13] for the trapezoidal rule. 
6. Interpolated one-leg approximations. 
Consider a linear multistep method (1.3) with order p and its one-leg counterpart 
(1.2) with order q, and suppose that p > q. As we saw in the previous sections, the 
one-leg method will be more robust w. r. t. variable step sizes and initial errors, but on 
the other hand the linear multistep method will often be the more accurate one. As 
a compromise, one might consider interpolated one-leg approximations Un = u(E)un 
and errors en = u(t,.) - um with the vectors un computed from the one-leg scheme. 
The approximations Un will be stable whenever the Un are so, while for constant 
stepsizes the en can be shown to satisfy an error recursion with local error 
Pn = O(hP+ 1) (and thus, as said in [6], from the equivalence point of view the 
quantity e. might be a more adequate measure of the global error than the custom-
ary one). 
In this section it will be proved that even very smooth stepsize variations will 
cause already a decrease in the order of p. to O(hq + 1 ), resulting in convergence of Un 
to u(tn) with O(hq) only, the same as for the original one-leg approximations. 
A closely related fact was claimed in [6] for a class of high order methods with q = k; 
this was based on a somewhat different local error and on more complicated 
arguments. Besides, it will be shown in this section that also for constant stepsizes 
the approximations Un will in general not converge with order p, due to the fact that 
the initial errors 60 , Bi. ... ,Bk- 1 will be of O(hq) at best. 
Hence, as far as the order of convergence is concerned the interpolated values 
have no general advantage over the one-leg approximations. It should be noted that 
this does not exclude the possibility that the errors en are substantially smaller than 
the en, due to the global error constants involved. This is to be expected for (nearly) 
constant stepsizes and damping of initial errors. 
Throughout this section we will assume that p > q. Comparing the order condi-
tions (3.3), (4.4) it easily follows that (3.5) cannot hold under this assumption. 
Consequently, the errors qn will be of O(hq) exactly, provided that u(ql(t.) =I- 0 (see 
(3.2)). 
In the following we consider a geometrical stepsize sequence hm with constant 
stepsize ratios w. = w. Then the coefficients of the multistep methods will not vary 
with n, but they still may depend on w. Consider again the error relations for the 
one-leg method 
(6.1) 
(cf. (2.3)) were 
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z. = hn +k Jn. By premultiplying the error relations in (6.1) by p(E), CT(E~ respectively, 
and using the fact that p(E) and u(E) commute, it is easy to eliminate e •. yielding 
(6.2) p(E)f. = cr(EIZ.e. +fin 
with 
(6.3) Pn = p(E)q. + u(E)r. = p(E)u(i,,) - u(E)[h.+tu'(i,,)]. 
If the stepsizes are constant, w = 1, then 
Pn = p(E)u(i,,) - hu(E)u'(i,,) 
which is just the local error of the linear multistep scheme on the shifted grid {f.}. It 
follows then that IP.I = O(hP+ 1) and from (6.2) we conclude that If.I= O(h") for all 
n provided that the initial errors are sufficiently small. However, the initial errors 
involved here are f 0 , li. ... , fk _ 1• Suppose that the starting values of the one-leg 
scheme are exact, e0 = e1 = ... = tk-I = 0. Then (6.1) implies 
eo = u(E)to + qo = /J,.ek + qo. 
and from (2.6) we know that 
ek = (akl - {JkZo)- 1(r0 + Z0 q0 ). 
Hence 
fo = (akl - {3,,,Zo)- 1(CY.kqo + {3,,,ro). 
From (2.10) it follows that 
lfol ~ S1(lakqol + 1{3,,,rol} = O(hq) 
and if IZol = 0( 1) this estimate is sharp. Note that since convergence of the one-leg 
scheme (see Section 3) implies le.I = O(hq) we already know 
le.I ~ lu(E)e.I + lq.I = O(hq) 
for all n. In view of the above this error bound is optimal. 
In this discussion we have not considered the fact that there may be damping for 
h > 0 bounded away from zero. Therefore, in an actual computation the conclusion 
that lenl and llnl will be of similar size might be too pessimistic for the If.I. On the 
other hand, in actual computations constant stepsizes are hardly ever used. It will be 
shown in the following that a slight deviation from the constant stepsize case leads to 
Iii.I = O(hq+ 1 ), instead of IPnl = O(hP+I) as for constant h. 
Consider a stepsize sequence h.= (1 + horh0 , i.e., 
(6.4) w = 1 + h0 . 
Note that on [O, T] the ratio of maximal and minimal stepsizes h/ho = 0(1). Let 
fin = f. - t,._ 1 for n;;;::: 1. We have 
Pn = {p(E)u(i;.) - Ii. +ku(E)u'(i;.l} + {ii.+ ku(E)u'(t.) - u(E)[h. +ku'(i;.)]}. 
-.-·· 
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The first term on the right hand side is the local error of the linear multistep scheme 
on the grid {~},and thus it is of O(h~+ 1). Hence 
k 
Pn = L fJj(hn+k - hn+k+j)u'(tn+j) + O(J1~+ 1 ). 
j=O 
Taylor expansion of u'(t.+ i) around r. for j = 1, 2,. .. , k yields 
(6.5) 
were 
(6.6) 1 k - - -·1-· ci = c- t)' .I fJih.+k - h.+k+)(t.+j - t.r h;;~1 
l . 1=0 
(1 ~ i ~ p). 
Since ii.= a'(E)h. and h.+i = wih., it follows that h.= a(w)h •. Therefore 
h.+ i = wifi. and 
- I ~ (- 1 r: ) - - · 1 - · C; = (i- l)! /;:/Jj hn+k - a(w) nn+k+j (hn+l + ... + hn+jY- h;;~ 1 = 
. 11 OJk-1 I [Jj(a(OJ)-wi)(l +OJ+ ... + o}-1);-1_ (z - l).a(OJ) i=O 
Let 
k 
8i = 1 + w + ... + oJ- 1 and m;(OJ) = L f3i8~. 
j=O 
Using a(l) = 1, 
calculations that 
ej =(OJ - 1)- 1(wj - 1) for w I= 1, it follows by some simple 
a(OJ) = 1 +(OJ - l)m 1(0J), 
and consequently 
- 1 k- 1 (6.7) C; = (i- l)!a(w) OJ (w - l)[m 1(w)mi-i(w) - m;(w)] (1 ~ i ~ p). 
Note that mi(l) =µ;,withµ; being defined by (3.1). The order conditions (3.3) 
imply m1(1)i = m;(l) (0 ~ i ~ q - 1), and since it is assumed that the one-leg 
method remains of order q for nonconstant stepsizes, it follows in the same way that 
(6.8) 
As said before, p > q implies that (3. 5) does not hold, i.e., 
(6.9) 
Hence we have C1 = ... = Cq- 1 = 0, but 
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(6.10) l Cq = = (q _ I)!cr(w) wk- 1(w - l)[mi(<v)4 - m4(w)] = 
h 
(q _0 I)! [m 1(1)4 - m4(1)] + O(h~). 
Thus, returning to (6. 5), we see that for our geometrical stepsize sequence we have 
Ip.I = 0(h4 + 1) only. From the recursion (6.2) it can be concluded that the errors l. 
will be of order q at most (there is no cancellation of local errors in general, for 
example if z. ~ 0 for all n). 
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